Dr. Stefan Datz

Starting a career in industry: Roche Expert Start Up Program

20.03.2018

- 10:00 – 11:00 Talk (open for everybody)
- 11:00 – 12:00 Brunch (registration required)
- Neuherberg, Bldg. 35/Room 1050

Dr. Stefan Datz is a chemist who received his doctoral degree in CPC, LMU in Munich in the group of Prof. Bein, where he also continued his post-doctoral research. Now he is working as a scientist in The Roche Expert Start Up program. Following the talk we will have the possibility to get in touch with him more personally during our brunch.

Since its founding in Basel, Switzerland, 1896, Roche creates innovative medicines and diagnostic tests that help millions of patients globally. Roche at Penzberg, near Munich, employs about 5,100 people. This site is one of the largest biotechnology centers in Europe and the only Roche site with research, development and production for both the Pharmaceuticals and Diagnostics under one roof.

Please register under mirjana.gusic@helmholtz-muenchen.de if you want to join the brunch. The talk is open for everybody!